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It's an exciting news that iPad Pro has been released on November 11. It's
Apple's largest iPad yet. With the arrival of Apple iPad Pro, iPad Pro cases
also flood to the market. If you are an Apple lover, I guess you may have got
the newly released iPad Pro at hand or just prepare to purchase it. Thus, a
beautiful and practical case is necessary. With a suitable case, we can protect
our iPad Pro from scratch, decorate our iPad and make it more beautiful. Here
I choose some iPad Pro case from Amazon. Hope you can find the one you
like.

1 Roocase Dual View iPad Pro 2015 Folio Stand Case

This case provides us various colors to choose, including black, blue, read,
brown, magenta, green, navy, orange, pink and purple 10 colors. No matter
you are a girl or a boy, I guess you all can find the color you like. It's designed
with premium synthetic leather cover with soft non-scrach microfiber interior. It
has different 3 grooves, we can use it for multi-angle display. Learn more>>

2 Bovon® Folio Premium PU Leather Stand Case Cover

It provides us black, pink, brown and blue 4 colors. For better video-chatting
and movie-watching experience, we can adjust different angles as we like.
The Pu leather is very durable, we may find it will not leave lose threads
around edges even after long periods of use. It's multifunctional. We can also
put our business cards/ bank cards/ credit cards and so on. Learn more>>

3 MoKo Slim-Fit Multi-angle Folio Cover Case

We can find this case for 22 colors. It's easy access to all features and
controls. Its padded front cover and hard plastic back offer our iPad Pro
enhanced protection at all corners. The interior hand strap design enables us
for comfortable one-handed use. Learn more>>

4 ProCase Leather Stand Folio Case Cover

This series of case is unique designed for the 2015 Apple iPad Pro 12.9 inch.
It's not compatible with any other tablets. Its multiple slots able to set up
multiple horizontal stand angles. The premium composition leather exterior
and soft interior offer great protection against daily use. Learn more>>

5 Universal Business Leather Portfolio

Universal corners infinitely adjust to fit all size tablets perfectly with stylus
holder for Apple pencil. It's compatible with all iPad, including iPad Pro,
Android, and Microsoft Windows tablets. It is very useful. We can store our
keys, card or calculator on it for its expandable file pocket. Learn more>>

6 Ultra Bluetooth Keyboard Stand Case / Cover

This iPad Pro keyboard case is very cool. With its high quality PU leather
cover and soft, microfiber-lined interior, it can provide full protection for our
Apple Pro. 3-In-1 functionality: Bluetooth V3.0 keyboard + Stand + Premium
Carrying Case. It is extremely convenient to carry our tablet to office or travel.
Its real laptop-style keyboard, giving us better typing experience. Learn more>>

7 SAVYOU Painted patterns PU Leather Protective Case

It's colorful, right? Which makes our iPad Pro more beautiful. There are
various patterns for us to choose, such as birds, flowers and rainbow. Its
unique design allows easy access to all buttons, controls & ports without
having to remove the case. The model 360 degrees rotating swivel allows the
device to stand both vertically and horizontally with ease. Learn more>>

8 Leather Cover with Kick Stand & Lifetime Guarantee

Specially designed for the Apple iPad Pro, 2015 edition, with precise cut-outs
and openings for easy access to all of the ports and features. Its perfect fit,
high quality materials and craftsmanship make us use our iPad Pro more
convenient. Soft and protective premium nubuck fibre interior prevent the
device from broken and scratches. Learn more>>

9 FYY 100% Handmade Premium Leather Sleeve Case

Cover with Pocket

This case is sleek, practical and provides us variety of colors. Its superior PU
Leather exterior and high quality soft interior protect our iPad Pro from
accidental bumps and scratches. It has different series, I just take one of them
as example. Learn more>>

10 Thankscase Business Rotating Case Cover

The case is slimline and lightweight. It has build-in apple pencil holder and
wallet function. The 360 degrees rotating swivel allows the tab to rotate both
vertically and horizontally. Learn more>>

11 GMYLE Sleeve Cushion for iPad Pro

Specifically designed for iPad Pro. It's fully padded iPad Pro sleeve with
zipper. We can also put our smartphone into the small pocket. Learn more>>

12 SAVYOU Ultra Slim Lightweight PU Leather Flip Smart

Cover Case

It's practical. We can put our ID cards and cash. So convenient, right? It's
designed with a shock absorbing TPU interior and can protect our iPad from
scratches, dirt and grime. Learn more>>

13 JETech® Diamond iPad Pro Smart Case Cover

So slim, right? It provides us black, light blue, purple and plum 4 colors. We
can choose the one we like. Its durable plastic housing with a slip-proof, matte
surface and can protect our iPad Pro fully. With its built-in stand with multiple
angles, we can adjust it depends on our demand. Learn more>>

14 iSank [Stand Feature] Luxury 360 Degree Rotating

Magnetic Smart Cover

This case is very unique. Its cover is designed as a world map. We can view
handfree in any angles for its rotates 360 degrees between horizontal and
vertical position. The durable design prevents scratches, screen damage, fall
damage, etc. We also can put our hand across under the elastic strap, to hold
our iPad well. Learn more>>

15 360 Degree Rotating Stand Case Cover with Auto

Sleep / Wake Feature

This case is designed with dual layer hard interior cover and premium
synthetic. For optimum comfort, it offers three viewing positions including a
lower angle which is ideal for typing on the screen. Its special design makes
the Apple logo show up. Learn more>>

16 The Original Purple & Tan Leather Smart Cover

Its unique 3 point incline design allows us to have our iPad Pro in 3 different
positions, perfect for watching movies and web browsing. High quality
premium faux leather case with fully comprehensive screen protection and
integrated document pouch perfect for paperwork. Learn more>>

17 OMOTON® the Lightest and Thinnest PU Leather Case

Cover Sleeve

This case is designed very slim, only 2 mm thick and 3.10 ounce weight. We
can carry it everywhere. Its high quality PU leather is wearable enough to
withstand up to ten thousands of open-close. Learn more>>

18 Slim Fit PU Leather Cover Case with Stand with Free

Universal Screen-Stylus

The pattern is so beautiful, right? The Case is Removable, durable, reusable
and washable. Except this butterfly and tower cover, it also provides us other
special pattern, such as US and UK flag icon. We can choose the one we like.
Learn more>>

19 Butterfly Fairy Gril Angel Flower Inlaid Shiny Diamond

Pu Leather Flip Case

This case is very suitable for girls. It's designed with colorful painted butterfly
Elf Series inlaid shiny glitter diamond PU Leather. I guess its fantastic color
and pictures can attract many girls. Learn more>>

20 Suensan Leather Folding Slim Lightweight Stand

Cover Case

This iPad Pro case is very slim and thin. We can take it anywhere without
complaining it's hard to carry. The roll back cover provides stand with multiviewing angles. Its striking color effects of the translucent back case let the
fine design of our iPad and the Apple logo shine through. 11 colors available.
We can choose the one we like best. Learn more>>
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